EZ MANUAL SAFETY COVER

WORLDWIDE LEADERS
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The same safety benefits as an automated cover
but at a fraction of the cost!

The manually operated EZ Fast-track cover system from
Aquamatic has been designed with safety in mind. The EZ
enables you to install a safety cover at 50% lower cost than
conventional automated systems but with exactly the same
safety benefits. Aquamatic use the same high quality fabric
material and tracks that are used on their hydraulic operated
system; the only difference is how the cover is mechanically
taken on and off the pool by the use of two ‘Ski-pole’ type
levers.
Apart from the safety benefit of installing an EZ Fast-track
cover you also have the added benefit of being able to
keep your pool clean, warm and maintenance free during
the winter season. Contact your pool dealer today and join
30,000 satisfied Aquamatic owners......worldwide!

Mechanical Operation
Same safety benefits as an
automated cover but at a fraction of
the cost!
50% cheaper than automated
covers. Can be upgraded to
automated version in the future.
DIY installation.
The only cover system on the market
that can OPEN or CLOSE from one
position.
Can be operated sitting down.
10m pool takes approximately 60
seconds to open!
Replaces your Solar Cover, Solar
Roller and Winter Cover worth
££££’s.

TRACK OPTIONS
TOP TRACK - standard supply
Smooth, unobtrusive, non-trip top
tracking fixed to top of coping or
paving surround. Designed with
little feet in mind! The EZ ‘Fasttrack’ manual cover is supplied
with a ‘top track’ system as
standard. We advise purchasing
this system should you consider
installing the cover yourself. Other
track designs and installation
methods are available and we
suggest discussing these options
with your pool dealer.

Full bench shown - optional extra

Flush track receptor - additional cost
FLUSH TRACK - optional
The EZ ‘Fast-track’ manual cover can also be supplied with a ‘flush
track’ system. A polymer track receptor is required to house the track
and additional site works are required to install the receptor level with the
paving surround.
If you are replacing the pool coping
or building a new pool we also
manufacture a ‘groove coping’
available in 9” or 12” widths. Using
‘groove copings’ also has the
additional benefit of being able
to manually operate the cover far
easier and quicker than a top track
system as the cover only has to
travel over 50mm of pool edging
thus creating less friction and wear
and tear!

BENCH OPTIONS

Full Synthetic Wood Bench Housing - maintenance free!

White

Buff

Charcoal

Terracotta

Synthetic Wood

600mm Drive End & 450mm Non-Drive End housings
available in Synthetic Wood or Polymer (various colours).

The EZ ‘Fast-track’ manual cover is supplied with two
mini-housings to cover the ‘drive-end’ and ‘non-driveend’ as standard. They are available in Polymer or
Synthetic Wood and are completely maintenance free!

Dealer

Full bench housings are also available at additional
cost. These housings cover the drive mechanisms and
the roller tube and can also be used as a seating area
(though not a diving platform).
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